
genucenter 5.0 Release Notes

Information on the genucenter 5.0 product family is available in these release notes.
Please read this document carefully! You are advised to install this upgrade, as this release both resolves
various problems, and provides new features.

Important, please read!
You must perform a configuration backup of your genucenter system BEFORE upgrading.
During upgrade to the new release, the current database will be deleted, requiring a backup to restore the
current configuration. If no current backup is available, the latest one to found is used. All modifications
not secured in a backup are lost after the upgrade.
Detailed instructions on how to perform this upgrade are available in section 4 of these release notes.

1 Scope of Delivery

With the current genucenter version 5.0 you have received:

• These release notes

• An ISO image of the installation DVD
The image is also available for download on the genua webserver in the genucenter customer area:
https://www.genua.de/support/downloads/release-downloads/genucenter.html

2 Notes on genucenter 5.0

2.1 LTS Release

genucenter 5.0is a Long Term Support (LTS) release which will be supported well beyond the usual
lifetime of other genucenter versions. Details are available on the genua Web server.

2.2 Discontinued releases

Certain earlier genucenter versions will be discontinued once genucenter 5.0is released (unless con-
tractually specified otherwise). The following versions no longer are supported:

• genucenter 2.3

• genucenter 4.1

2.3 Appliance and module upgrade

Upgrading genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt and genucard appliances to version 5.0 will exchange their
bootloader. Please note these appliance versions can only be installed by this genucenter release.
In addition, previous modules are not compatible with appliances upgraded to version 5.0, as the under-
lying operating system has changed. genua modules therefore must be retransmitted to the appliances.
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2.4 Data medium

Please note that genucenter 5.0 is delivered on DVD. This should also be noted when downloading
the ISO and burning the image. Older hardware revisions of genucenter do not contain a DVD device.
Please contact the support in this case.

2.5 Supported browsers for this genucenter release are

• Internet Explorer 10 and 11

• Firefox version 24 and higher

2.6 Note:

Javascript and animated GIFs must be permitted by the browser in order to display all functions of the
genucenter GUI.
Previous releasenotes should be noted, because references in them may apply when upgrading.

3 New Features in genucenter 5.0

3.1 Changelog

The new changelog displays all changes performed via the genucenter GUI. Extensive data on modifi-
cations (who - when - where - which) is provided. The changelog is available in the domain view in the
menu Logging → Changelog .
The following values are displayed:

• User name

• User role

• Action performed (create, modify, delete)

• Change date

• Changed object

• Old values

• New values

• Revision number of change

In addition, a popup window displays details and additional information on selected changes. This win-
dow is opened by clicking on the binoculars icon on the corresponding row.
Only modifications performed via the Web GUI are logged. In this release changes to the packet fil-
ter configuration are not displayed. This will be fixed in a patch. The displayed data is stored in the
configuration database.
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3.2 Central management of vs- and cyber-top

The new products vs- and cyber-top (aka Security Laptop) now can be centrally managed by genucenter.
vs- and cyber-top are high security laptops used to safely connect mobile users to sensitive government
and company networks. In addition, a user can simultaneously work in environments with different levels
of security.
Based on the L4 separation microkernel, the laptop is divided into completely segregated so-called com-
partments. All network traffic is monitored and controlled. Compartments are runtime environments for
operating systems that determine what hardware may be accessed by the operating system. Compart-
ments with running operating systems may not directly communicate with each other.
New genucenter objects were introduced for central management, and others were extended. Most con-
figuration tasks performed on a vs- or cyber-top via genucenter affect the special Firewall/VPN compart-
ment. This compartment handles access (via packet filter rules or VPN connections) by and initialization
of connections (via uplinks such as Ethernet or WiFi) to other networks (Internet or local networks). The
operating systems themselves that run in the other compartment are not managed by genucenter.
This genucenter release does not provide vs- or cyber-top images, as these products will be released
after genucenter. Due to their size, vs- or cyber-top images will not be supplied in genucenter patches
(unlike other appliances).

3.2.1 Creating vs- and cyber-top appliances

Similar to other appliances, vs- and cyber-top appliances are created in the domain view. Both Security
Laptops are symbolized by a lynx icon in the explorer bar.

3.2.2 Connection profiles

Similar to genucard, vs- and cyber-top use connection profiles for Internet connectivity. The types LAN,
WiFi und UMTS (4G) are available.

3.2.3 Access profiles

Access profiles are a new object type. They describe a compartment’s behavior, for example if it com-
municates using encryption via a VPN with a central genua partner, or using an unencrypted connection
protected by a packet filter ruleset.
When selecting a VPN connection, only hub and spoke IPsec VPNs are available. Unlike other applian-
ces, a vs- or cyber-top connect cannot directly join a VPN. Instead, joining is handled by the access
profile. The compartments of an access profile cannot join the same VPN.
When selecting packet filter rulesets, only the new “vs- and cyber-top rulesets” are available. Not se-
lecting any ruleset at all will automatically block the compartment’s connections to other networks. Only
one ruleset can be assigned to a compartment.

3.2.4 vs- and cyber-top rulesets

A new type of rulesets was implemented for vs- and cyber-tops. In these rules a compartment must be
selected for either IN or OUT. A ruleset can configure both packet filter and NAT properties. vs- and
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cyber-top rulesets are only available within a domain – local rulesets for individual Security Laptops are
not possible. The rulesets are available in a given domain in the menu Ruleset Assembly → Rulesets.

3.2.5 Friendly Net Detection (FND)

vs- and cyber-tops can be notified if they are in a trustworthy network.
For this to happen, connection profiles (of the type LAN or WiFi) must be assigned to a FND server
object. An FND server object consists of one or more genuscreen appliances configured as FND ser-
vers. In addition, the connection profile must be configured to be available only if FND detection was
successful. FND objects are managed in the domain menu Advanced → Friendly Net Detection, using
port 468.
Friendly Net Detection is based on the SSH protocol. Selecting a connection profile triggers a search for
an FND server. If one is detected, additional access profiles are available to the laptop user.

3.2.6 User application vroni

The user application “vroni” controls connection initialization and the selection of access profiles. This
application can be downloaded from the genua webserver.

3.3 Improved Rekeying workflow for smartcard keys

Approved/confidential setups require that IPsec keys are securely stored on smartcards. Approval by
the BSI also calls for replacing keys after a certain time, also known as “Rekeying”. The workflow was
improved in this release.
The entire Rekeying workflow now takes place in the menu Maintenance → Smartcard Rekeying. Even
though the Maintenance menu itself still displays the former Rekeying functions its usage is not recom-
mended!
The new workflow offers the following options:

• Information overview: The table displays all information on smartcards, key status, appliances,
and VPNs. The most important data is:

– Smartcard name

– IPsec key “active since”

– IPsec key “valid until”

– Appliance the smartcard is assigned to

– VPN(s) the appliance has joined

– Key distribution status to VPN partners

– Appliance connection and job status

• Can the keys be safely switched? The column “Next public key distributed?” displays if switching
the IPsec key to an new key can be safely done. This is the case when all VPN partners know the
new public key to be switched to. A checkmark then appears in the table.
If at least one VPN partner does not know the new key, an “x” icon will be displayed.
The binocular icon opens a popup with more details and functions, such as listing all appliances
that do not know the key, as well as updating them and their configuration.
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• Generate a new key: New keys now are automatically generated when a smartcard is formatted
(i.e., initial smartcard key initialization), and whenever a key switch takes place. If an initialization
server is used, it must be upgraded to version 5.0 first.
Automatic key generation also causes genucenter to collect all relevant public keys to be distributed
to the appliances. Thus, all previous manual intervention no longer is necessary to perform a
key switch. To maintain backwards compatibility, a button to manually generate a new key will be
available in the new Rekeying menu.

• Update appliance configurations: As public keys are part of the appliance configuration, app-
liances can be upgraded either directly in the overview, or in the detailed popup (appliance VPN
partners that do not know the new public key). Upgrading an appliance distributes the new public
keys.

• Switch to new key: When all VPN partners know the new appliance public keys, the previous keys
can be switched to the new ones. A new job was introduced which replaces the earlier functions
of the smartcard object overview (prepare key, switch, update appliance configuration).
If the new public key is not known to all appliances, a warning is issued, asking if the key switch
should be performed anyway. We recommend not to do this in a fully meshed VPN.
In hub and spoke VPN setups, there may be good reasons to go ahead and switch keys even
though they are incompletely distributed, for example when mobile clients (genucards, vs-tops)
could not not be contacted and updated for a long time.
After the key switch, the current key’s “Active since” field is reset, a new key is generated, and the
information is collected. Note that the key switch job cannot be rerun via the job history.

3.4 Modified patch signature mechanism

genucenter patches now are signed with the more secure 4096 bit RSA key.

3.5 Visualization of VPN connections

The VPN overview now provides an option to visualize configured VPN setups. If the VPN is set up
within a domain, the visualization also permits creating jobs for the appliances involved. This is useful to
quickly perform changes to entire VPNs.

3.6 New objects and modified existing objects

3.6.1 Unified NAT and packetfilter rules

Packet filter rules now can also handle NAT, very much like the rules used in the standalone management
of genua appliances. The following values are configurable in the area “Actions for Accepted Packets”:

• New source address (NAT)

• New source port

• New destination address (RDR)

• New destination port
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NAT rulesets no longer are needed, and we recommend migrating old NAT rules to packet filter rules.
Future genucenter versions will support NAT rules for compatibility reasons (old appliance versions), but
migration should be done before the release of genucenter version 6.0.

3.6.2 802.1X

Appliances now can authenticate at network infrastructure such as switches with the 802.1X protocol.
Reusable 802.1X objects can be configured and managed in the menu Appliances → 802.1X.

3.6.3 Modules

New modules must be installed to support version 5 appliances. The previous module versions no longer
are supported, as the appliance operating systems have been updated.

3.6.4 Tags

Tag objects now can be assigned to all other objects, making them easier to use for grouping and
tagging.

3.6.5 Smartcards

The button “Switch keys” was removed. This functionality is now done via the new smartcard rekeying
mask.

3.6.6 plus extension

• General: The plus extension is not available for version 5 appliances.

• postfix: Further options for mail virus scanning have been added to the plus extension.

3.7 Appliances: New features and changes

3.7.1 genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt, genucard, vs-top, cyber-top

• Webshell for debugging: Initialized connections between genucenter and appliances now also
enable the interactive webshell. This can be used for extensive debugging directly from the genu-
center GUI. This replaces the previous functionality of “rcmd” which required root access to the
genucenter commandline.

• Tunneling and encrypted log transmission to genucenter: If an external logserver is used
(recommended for large setups), transmission between appliances and genucenter now can be
tunneled. The encrypted management channel is used for this. An advantage of this is the syslog
server now may be located in the same network as genucenter. genucenter itself then transmits
the syslog data to the syslog server without encryption. Appliances must be rebooted to activate
this setting, which is configured in the appliance log menu.
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• 802.1X: Appliances can use the 802.1X protocol to authenticate LAN or WiFi (genucard, vs-, cyber-
top: WiFi only) connections. vs-/cyber-tops and genucards require a modification in the domain
connection profile for the individual appliance. An edit icon is provided for this. Physical interfaces
can be added genuscreen, genucrypt and genubox appliances, and a 802.1X object is created in
every case.

• Support of Brainpool curves: Brainpool (elliptic) curves now may be selected in VPN objects.
This requires genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt or genucard version 5.

3.7.2 genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt

• Statistics: Appliances now can access real time and long-term statistics. A permanent connection
between genucenter and the appliance is necessary to collect the data. These statistics also are
available for genucenter itself.

– Real time statistics: Updated every 30 seconds, available in the menu Logging → Live Stati-
stics.

– Long-term statistics: Available in the menu Logging → Long-term statistics. In addition, the
interface overview displays interface statistics. Possible time ranges are 2 hours, 4 hours, 2
days, 4 days, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 2 months and 4 months.

• Local webserver: The local webserver now can run on dedicated interfaces. The HTTPS connec-
tion port can be freely configured.

• Creating appliances: The admin IP and SSH service now can be immediately assigned to the
appliance IP address after creating it.

3.7.3 genuscreen, genubox

• DNS server: genuscreen or genubox appliances can be configured in System → DNS Server to
run as name servers.

• plus extension: Further mail virus scanning options were added to the plus extension. However,
the plus extension is not available for version 5 appliances.

• Modules: Current modules must be installed for version 5 appliances. Older modules cannot be
used as the operating system has been updated.

3.7.4 genuscreen

• FND server: genuscreens can be configured as Friendly Net Detection servers in the menu Ad-
vanced → FND server. Multiple FND servers can be combined to FND server objects.

• Certified/Confidential setup requirements: genuscreens in a confidential setup will require the
activation of autoupdate in future certifications.
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3.7.5 genucenter

• High availability: Individual routes and default gateways now can be set for genucenter standby
appliances.

• TLS 1.2: TLS 1.2 can be used to restrict access to the genucenter GUI. Please note only the most
current browser versions support TLS 1.2.

• SNMPv3: SNMPv3 for genucenter can be configured via the GUI now. The settings can be found
in System → Notification.

• Web ACL: Access to the genucenter GUI now can be restricted by an ACL. Please be sure not to
lock out the relevant admin workstations.

• center ctl: The new commandline tool “center ctl” was implemented to fix mistaken GUI settings.
For example, the TLS 1.2 setting can be reverted if the browser does not support it after all. After
using this command, you must reconfigure genucenter by running “confc reconfigure center”. A
manpage is available.

3.7.6 Windows applications

The remote maintenance application “ReSI” and the genucard user application have been updated, and
are available for download from the genua webserver.

3.8 GUI: Changes and improved usability

• Editing objects: Objects now can be edited directly within their context instead of having to change
to the domain view first. The object single and multiple select options were improved.

• Store user table settings: The columns displayed in a table and their widths now are stored per
table and user. The store function is available in the table options.

• Click on name required for editing: Clicking the edit icon or the object name itself will open it for
editing (instead of clicking anywhere in the table row).

• Reload tables: A reload icon was added to reload only the tables instead of all elements.

• Warning and validators: The consistency warnings were improved. Red fields indicate warnings
and validators outside of the user’s view. Inline fields such as routes now display the actual incor-
rect entry instead the entire area.

• PIN/PUK creation: A new button generates random values to create the initial smartcard PIN or
PUK.

• Search: The global search function now can use more object attributes and references, such as
port numbers when looking for a service.

• Dashboard: The appliance dashboard displays more information than previously, such as:

– Space used on /var (genucenter)

– HA status of appliances
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– Status of latest job

– Last known connection (of appliance with genucenter)

– Appliances: Number of modules and local file extensions

– Currently installed software and upcoming software version to be installed at next reboot

• Linking of log entry and rule: When viewing appliance packet filter logs, the rule that triggered
the log entry can be directly displayed.

• Time based scrolling in log view: Scrolling back and forth in the logs within the specified time
range has been enabled.

• Online help: The inline help has been improved and extended.

• Multiple select in the explorer bar: Up to three values can be used to restrict the selection of
appliance type, location, or explorer tag.

• Open new windows/tabs from popups: New browser windows and tabs can be opened from a
GUI popup.

• Job messages in popups: Errors and other messages now can be displayed in a GUI popup.

• Keyboard support in forms: The tab key now is supported to navigate through forms.

• Look & Feel: The CSS and icons were improved. Table buttons now are located at the left edge.

3.9 Other changes

• OpenBSD upgrade: OpenBSD was upgraded to version 5.5.

• Ruby on Rails: Ruby version 2.1.x and Rails version 4.1.x are used in this release. Customer
specific scripts, local files etc. may have to be modified.

• Removed job “Autoupdate”: The “Autoupdate” job was removed. The job “Update configurati-
on and software per network” now applies to all appliances, regardless of how they connect to
genucenter.

• Performance improvements: Objects now are displayed more quickly in their overview, and VPN
configuration calculation is faster. The creation of appliances with the commandline tool “csvimport”
was optimized.

• Table export: All tables now can be exported per JSON. Unlike a CSV export, language settings
do not have an effect.
In addition, CSV exports now are possible for the Internet Explorer.

• Operator GUI for Rendezvous remote maintenance: The operator GUI now also displays the
port a remote maintainer uses to connect to the rendezvous box.

• Backup before patching: An automatic database backup is performed before running the com-
mand “ggpatch”.
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3.10 Bug fixes

A number of important bugs were fixed in this release, including the following:

• LDAP and user groups: Users logged per LDAP now may be members in several user groups
and thus in different roles.

• Multiple LDAP users: Previously, only one user could log into genucenter per LDAP at the same
time.

• destroy session and LDAP user: The command “destroy session” now can be used for LDAP
users.

• Number of virtual routing domains: The maximum permitted number of routing domains was
raised to 50.

• Display logfiles in specified timezone: genucenter now displays logfiles in the specified timezo-
ne instead of UTC.

• syslog server port: The external syslog server port now may be freely configured on appliances.

• USB downloads by Service role: The role “Service” now may download “install.tgz” to install an
appliance per USB.

• Autoupdate proxy port: The autoupdate proxy port now may be freely configured on genucenter.

• Appliances could not be deleted: Certain settings previously prevented appliances from being
deleted.

• commserver autoupdate : Previously, commservers could not run with the activated “Autoupdate”
setting.

3.11 Release: Training and workshops

Release training courses covering all new features and important changes, as well as hands-on work-
shops are available. For details, see http://www.genua.de under “Events & Training”, “English”.

4 Upgrade Installation

The upgrade to genucenter can be performed from the following versions:

• genucenter 2.3 patchlevel 10

• genucenter 4.0 patchlevel 0

• genucenter 4.1 patchlevel 0

• genucenter 4.2 patchlevel 1
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The upgrade is only possible from genucenter version 4.2. All other genucenter versions need a new
installation because the partition table has been modified. Please ensure that all other data in addition
to the database backup is saved when upgrading from genucenter versions 2.3, 4.0 or 4.1.
To download, go to http://www.genua.de and click on ’Support’ -> ’Central Managment Station
genucenter’ -> ’Customer Login’ -> ’Release Downloads’.
Before starting the upgrade, please check if you have SSH access to the genucenter system, and set it
up if necessary.
To upgrade, perform the following steps:

• Log in as root on the genucenter machine.

• Generate the database backup by executing the following command:
db backup

Note: A database backup is required before upgrading. Installing the new release will cause the
current database to be deleted, requiring a backup to restore the current configuration. If no current
backup is available, the latest one to found is used. All modifications not secured in a backup are
lost after the upgrade.

• Copy all files in the directory /var/center/backup/ to a different machine. Please also save
other data which is not part of the database backup if you have any project specific adjustments.

• Create the installation CD-ROM from the ISO image and insert it into the drive.

• At the prompt

(I)nstall, (U)pgrade or (S)hell?

select U for an upgrade.

• The system now installs the upgrades.

• After the upgrade installation, reboot the system when prompted. To do so, remove the CD and
enter
reboot

at the console.

• Now you can log on to the Web interface and check the results. At a minimum, we recommend
to check the network configuration of genucenter itself for errors to prevent losing access after
activation.

5 How to Contact Us

genua Gesellschaft für Netzwerk– und Unix–Administration mbh
Domagkstrasse 7, 85551 Kirchheim near Munich, Germany
Phone: +49 89 99 19 50-0, Fax: +49 89 99 19 50-999
E-Mail: info@genua.de, WWW: http://www.genua.de/

 2014 genua mbh, Kirchheim, all rights reserved. genua, genugate, genucenter, genuscreen, genu-

crypt, genubox, genucard, vs-top and cyber-top are registered trademarks of genua mbh.
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